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Easy and reliable solution

Managing your infusions is now easier and 
more reliable than ever. ASD Healthcare’s 
myCubixx keeps your infusion plan on track, 
manages reporting data, ensures that you 
have a reliable supply of product, and most 
important of all, provides you peace of mind.  

At only 1.7 cubic feet, this in-home solution 
fits easily in the kitchen, bedroom, under 
your desk – wherever is most convenient 
for infusions. The refrigerator holds about 
a month worth of product, with access 
control, ensuring that only the patient or 
caregiver can access treatment.

Bleed logs can be accessed in your online 
Patient Portal. Transmit this information to your 
provider, caregiver, or store this information 
for personal medical history purposes.

myCubixx is designed to make your life 
easier, both for scheduled infusions and  
for unexpected treatment. Be a part of  
the solution; call ASD Healthcare today  
for more information. 

Wong-Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale

 > An easy-to-use pain scale allows the patient  
or caregiver to choose the severity of the 
bleed. This data point contributes to your 
infusion reporting, helping ensure proper 
treatment during and after the bleed.

 > The user-friendly interface is ideal for all 
ages and contributes the simple, yet secure 
design of myCubixx.The widely accepted 
pain scale is known to your physician and 
patient care coordinator, which makes for 
easy-to-understand reporting.

Choose your affected target joints

 > Up to three target joints may be chosen 
at a time. Simply touch the affected 
joints and the system captures your bleed 
information – without you having to 
record anything. 

 > Via automated messaging from myCubixx,  
your patient care coordinator can be made  
aware of your bleed, and depending 
on its severity, can take active measures 
to ensure your safety during the bleed. 
Afterward, your patient care coordinator 
can order more product to replenish your 
factor supply.

myCubixx, your in-home infusion solution
Manage your infusion schedule in the comfort of your own home. ASD Healthcare’s  

easy-to-use myCubixx helps keep treatments on track, ensures that you have product  

at your fingertips, and takes the headache out of compliance reporting. This solution  

is a must-have for people with bleeding disorders and their caregivers who want an 

easier, quicker, hassle-free infusion experience.
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